PHC 2014 GOALS

1. Open communication with chapters and each other.
   a. Strong communication with chapter delegates.
   b. Send out a monthly newsletter.
2. Meet with all sorority chapters to explain what PHC is and what PHC does/can do to support them.
   a. Attend a chapter meeting each semester at all chapters.
   b. Attend a chapter Executive Board meeting at all chapters.
3. Keep deadlines and ensure events are organized.
4. Start doing all-sorority sisterhoods to encourage chapters to get to know one another.
   a. Organize an all sorority event.
   b. Only encourage competition if chapters are mixed as to not pit one chapter against another.
5. Help to ensure that sorority recruitment is incorporated during UND’s Summer Orientation.
6. Collaborate on Panhellenic legislative meeting agendas as a Panhellenic Council.
   a. Utilize Google docs to allow everyone to update the agenda and include their announcements.